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1 Introduction

The globalisation of business and commerce makes enterprises increasingly depen-
dent on their partners. Competition takes place between supply chains and networks
of enterprises. In this competition, the flexibility of enterprise information systems
becomes critical. The IT system and development teams should be able to respond
in a timely manner to the requirements arising from the changing co-operation net-
works and their communication needs. Besides being able to establish new busi-
ness networks for new business opportunities with a relatively low cost, enterprises
should be able to participate in multiple networks simultaneously. The existing busi-
ness networks should even be modifiable in terms of partnership or operational poli-
cies. Furthermore, a level of automation on collaboration contracting and collabo-
ration correctness monitoring is necessary, as well as protection from service and
information misuse by partners.

The Pilarcos architecture [22] goal is to support enterprises with selected infras-
tructure services in the provision of business services on an open service market,
dynamic eContracting and establishment of new business networks (like instant vir-
tual enterprises in CrossWork), and enforcement of the governing eContract rules on
the collaboration at operational time. The focus of the supporting infrastructure is
on the distributed business network management functionality and interoperability
management at technical, semantic and pragmatic (processes, policies) levels.

Traditionally, inter-enterprise collaboration has been supported by business pro-
cess driven integration solutions that focus on the business functionality needs and
the technology-homogenizing needs of the collaboration. This leads to situations
where a change in the business processes induces large re-development projects.
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Furthermore, technology changes may cause domino effects cascading on the com-
puting system of dependent collaborations.

The present goal is to narrow the gap between business management concepts
and the computing solutions. It has become plausible to address the call for enter-
prise interoperability (e.g.[29]) and social networking (e.g. [3, 31]) with the rise of
service-oriented computing (SOA, SOC [30]) and web services technologies [2],
model-driven engineering (e.g. [38] and and multi-agent techniques and contempo-
rary work on business-IT-alingment (e.g. [4, 24, 37].

This chapter presents the Pilarcos approach to virtual enterprises (VE) as a feder-
ated approach and compares the architectural features to the unified CrossWork ap-
proach. This comparison refers to a rather commonly accepted categorisation of in-
teroperable architecture types: Integrated solutions interoperate by design and hard
coded mappings, unified solutions interoperate by design, with dynamic mapping
of technical solutions to the joint model, and finally federated solutions rely on dy-
namic negotiation about the differences in models, dynamicmapping of technical
solutions to the agreed model, and monitoring of arising problems at operational
time solution. Section 2 introduces the intended architecture of the global ecosys-
tem of open service markets and temporary business networksformed for various
business opportunities addressing the main concepts and supporting infrastructure
services. Section 3 discusses the creation of a large-scale, shared knowledge-base
of interoperability information and the thus formed open service market and vocab-
ulary for negotiations. Section 4 addresses the Business Network lifecycle, that is
most closely comparable with the CrossWork Business process formation phase, but
also extends to the operational time. Section 5 compares thePilarcos and CrossWork
concepts and services, and evaluates the Pilarcos architecture through a number of
targeted architecture properties. The section concludes with suggestions for future
research evolving out of CrossWork and plans for future Pilarcos enhancements.

2 Overview and concepts

The Pilarcos architecture describes an open, global ecosystem where new business
networks can be established [19, 21]. In this global ecosystem, enterprises make
available business services that they administer independently. Together with other
enterprises they form task forces in which a new kind of business scenarios are
developed; together yet again other enterprises form business networks instantiating
such business scenarios, using the available business services. Business networks
are ad-hoc, loosely-coupled, eContract-governed collaborations.

The ecosystem relies on some new infrastructure services (B2B middleware ser-
vices) in the open network, such as services for business service discovery and se-
lection, knowledge about existing business network models, and ontologies related
to service types. In order to be able to participate in this ecosystem, the enterprises
have to have a private agent too, for supporting local decision-making and running
the joint B2B middleware protocols with other partners in the ecosystem. The proto-
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cols are involved with eContract negotiation, monitoring,breach management, and
reputation information distribution.

The key concept in the Pilarcos architecture is that of business service. A busi-
ness service is a software-based (distributed) service, administered by a single au-
thority. The providing enterprise may have policies restricting its behaviour. The
business service may in addition be governed by an eContractin each collaboration
it provides service for, the terms of scope/functionality,properties and accessibility
of the service. There is no guarantee that discrepancies between eContracts, enter-
prise polices and service capabilities would not a rise. Instead, a breach detection
mechanism through monitoring is an essential part of the architecture.

Fig. 1 Pilarcos architecture view.

As a reminder of the ecosystem behaviour, Figure 1 illustrates the general archi-
tecture and functionality. Each enterprise can make tenders to the open marketplace
by describing the (functional and nonfunctional) properties of its service; each en-
terprise can on the other hand participate the design process of business network
models that create a template for the rules in the forthcoming business networks.
These events of publishing metainformation are, however, not dependent on each
other, but the models meet at population and negotiation time. For the necessary
negotiation, control and management protocols between potential peers, each en-
terprise is represented by a private agent. The automated negotiation process (with
human intervention possibilities) results into the eContract governing the business
network membership, behaviour and breach management. For the operational time
monitoring, the enterprise policies and eContract rules can be fed into local moni-
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tors guarding the business services. When a breach is detected as a monitor detects a
message contradicting its rules, it sends a notification to the local agent, that in turn
may request a breach recovery process to be started among thepartners. On the other
hand, the monitors can detect a reaching of processing milestones as well, and thus
notify of significant state changes in the business network status. As Figure 1 illus-
trates, the technical properties of the business services are managed locally, taking
into consideration the declarations of their properties inthe eContract and enter-
prise policies. Thus, the properties of business services and the acceptable business
process it conducts with its peers, can be modified at operation time.

Characteristic to the Pilarcos architecture is that the eContract addresses multi-
ple business services, but is negotiated and committed between several enterprises.
The eContract captures external business processes and selections made between
alternative behaviours in it at the business level, but alsocomplements this infor-
mation with technical and semantic requirements for interoperability between the
service-providing service elements. However, the business services and enterprises
involved in the business network, preserve their privacy and autonomy. The reasons
for agreeing or refusing to join a business network are not totally revealed. The
business network establishment is a two-phase process, where the first phase (pop-
ulation) utilises public property information and the second (refining negotiation)
only asks for private decisionmaking for commitment or withdrawal from the ne-
gotiation. Further, the method of implementing services isnot revealed: the strong
encapsulation of business services hides software implementations, local workflows,
application platforms and other details, only making visible the external behaviour
of the service (control exchange points, information exchange, quality and type of
messaging services required for these).

Another characterising property of the Pilarcos architecture is the use of clearly
separated viewpoints on the managed business network and the use of eContracts
for capturing all viewpoints. The viewpoints are closely related to those of the RM-
ODP standards (Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing) [9, 10, 12]. The
five ODP viewpoints are addressed as follows: First, the enterprise viewpoint cor-
responds to the Pilarcos business network model that is expressed in terms of roles,
interactions, and governing policies. We have suggested the present RM-ODP am-
mendment to include additional organisational concepts ontop of the traditional
concepts of federation (joint management of an aspect over the administrative do-
main boundaries) and community (in case of Pilarcos: business network). Second,
the information viewpoint specifies the relevant information items and repositories,
and the rules for information modifications and invariants.These schemata are re-
flected in metainformation repository consistency rules. Third, the computational
viewpoint gives structures and interfaces for logical computation. For example, in
Pilarcos, we consider different information exchange protocols as valid mappings
for business network model requirement of passing a piece ofinformation between
parties. Fourth, the engineering viewpoint specifies what kind of platform support
is expected. This includes the Pilarcos facilities (populator, negotiation protocols,
eContract management, monitoring, service offer repository, type repository, BNM
repository and various ways of realising an abstract communication platform for
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exchanging messages with distribution transparency properties (transaction sup-
port, confidentiality, nonrepudiation, access transparency, etc). Fifth, the technol-
ogy viewpoint specifies which concrete implementation or standards must be used.
In Pilarcos, we have placed this viewpoint information as descriptive policy values
in service offers or private decision-making information in negotiations. Further de-
scription on the relationship between Pilarcos and RM-ODP can be found in WOD-
PEC (ODP for Enterprise computing) workshop publications in 2004-2008(e.g.,
[14, 17]).

The Pilarcos architecture is designed in a way that in each development process
the designers need to consider only one aspect or abstraction layer at the time; the
infrastructure facilities carry the burden of keeping the aspects together. The ap-
proach is rather pragmatic, although steps in the overall process will address some
of the same issues as more detailed work (e.g. utilising logic, rulebased systems, and
semantic web on ensuring hierarchy of normative systems to produce valid eCon-
tracts [7]; using formal techniques for expressing business contracts [28]; ontologies
and XML as structured language [8] and agent societies [6].

The establishment and maintenance of business networks requires automation
support at the infrastructure level. The Pilarcos B2B middleware provides local
agents (Business Network Agent, BNA) for each enterprise for their representatives
in negotiations, maintaining eContract and progress information, and participating
in renegotiations in breach situations or when any of the involved parties suggest
changes to the eContract policies. For the agents, a shared (and updated/evolving)
vocabulary is essential; this vocabulary comes to existence through shared metain-
formation repositories (as described in Chapter 3).

The following sections first introduce the way business network models are de-
signed and the interoperability metainformation gatheredto form the ecosystem in-
frastructure. The section thereafter explains how this information is used in estab-
lishment and maintenance of actual business networks, focusing on the potential for
dynamic changes in the networks.

3 Maintaining interoperability knowledge and evolving the
ecosystem

The ecosystem for dynamic business networks is supported bya breeding environ-
ment for new business network instances and by generic agents and protocols for the
federated maintenance of their governing eContracts. The necessary metainforma-
tion elements describe available business service offers,templates for eContracts to
define the structure of the collaboration, and reputation information about potential
new business partners’ services for trust-based decision-making.

Thus, the Pilarcos architecture relies on the following metainformation reposito-
ries or flows:
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• Service offer repository for storing tenders published by enterprises; the service
offers identify the service interface and externally visible behaviour (exchange of
information and control exchanges), declare the properties of the service (price,
policies accepted, required communication channels, etc), and publish expecta-
tions on the peers and their properties. This is the ”open service market” from
which business networks are built [13, 18, 21].

• Business network model repository for publishing potential business scenarios.
The scenarios are expressed in terms of business network models (BNM). A
BNM is a set of (external) business processes (roles and interactions between
them), declaration on how the roles of individual processesmust be simulta-
neously played by the same business service provider (e.g.,buyer of goods and
receiver of bank’s invoice are the same), and policies with which the partners
can agree to restrict the BNM alternatives. These models areused as structural
templates for eContracts [21].

• Service type repository for publishing identified descriptions of service types to-
gether with the definition of required properties and their data types when pub-
lishing service offers [36]. The type repository is a key vocabulary-forming ele-
ment in the architecture [15].

• Flow of reputation information from business network partners with experience
on each others trustworthiness to be used by those who contemplate on taking on
a partner they themselves have limited experience of [18]. This provides a basis
for managing trust on business services dependability.

Together, these metainformation sources form the ecosystem knowledge base,
breeding environment. This chapter focuses on business network design and life-
cycle steps, and refer for further reading for creation of service offers, learning the
lifecycles of service offers and service types outside the scope of this text, and ser-
vice types [21], as well as reputation information [33].

Traditionally, the establishment of business networks starts by negotiation of
joint objectives and goals, and collaborative definition ofthe joint processes, and
definition of the methods of connecting individual computing elements to a coher-
ent whole. This phase is supported by breeding environmentswhere a selection of
partners, learning about their capabilities, and designing the joint business network
model takes place. In this process, the set of functionalityis determined, as well as
a set of business policies that must be adopted.

Although all this is necessary for the business network establishment, it is not
necessary to perform the whole process independently for each business network.
Neither is it necessary to repeat the whole process when partners have wishes to
make changes to the collaboration goals, processes, or supporting applications or
computing platforms.

We have separated the business network design phase from thenetwork estab-
lishment phase. The business network models can be collaboratively designed, ver-
ified and validated for their suitability. These models provide a common vocabulary
for enterprises to match pragmatic interoperability (processes and policies) between
partners. A separate vocabulary is necessary, as the services are independently de-
veloped and thus carry no inherent, implicit interoperability context information.
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It is beneficial to create rather abstract behaviour groups when designing busi-
ness network models, to support evolution of collaborationstyles. Each model can
be further refined into alternative behaviours by choosing the guiding policy value
at the eContract. The ability of dynamic policy management is a strong tool: select-
ing policy languages and targets suitably, most business management needs related
to strategies and business rules can be modelled and transformed to rules that can
be monitored at runtime. Effectively, the introduction of different types of policies
allows mapping business domain guidelines directly to B2B middleware facilities.

For defining the business network models, a design tool and environment is
needed. The business network models comprise of business process models ex-
pressed in terms of roles (service requirements) and interactions between the roles
(as in [11]). Considering the present business process definition languages (e.g.,
BPMN, WS-BPEL, XPDL, WS-CDL) we do not deviate from the commonly used
set of concepts for partners and interactions, but emphasise some special features
that are relevant for service-orientation, management of nonfunctional properties,
and evolution support on the service markets.

The design of business network models is by nature a distributed activity: The
business network models are created in a unification processaffected by all stake-
holders, regulatory frameworks, and best practices [27], and the resulting model
should even follow the regulations on that business domain or domains addressed.
Therefore a common vocabulary is needed on-line for the designers to use, and
strong guidance towards reuse of existing business processmodels is necessary.
Therefore, we use the type repository to provide a shared knowledge base for the
modelling tools used in the enterprises.

The created models are published in an abstract (black box [26]) form, only re-
vealing the obligated interactions, frameworks for nonfunctional property manage-
ment and breach management rules. This view is then to be refined by other design
and configuration phases. The business network models are constructed by connect-
ing together business processes that each have a single starting point, single termi-
nation point and one functional goal (which is essential forverification purposes
too [1]). Connecting the processes together takes place by explicating which roles
at each process model must collocate at a combined role. The new role inherits the
service requirements from all these collocated roles. The business process models
are annotated by criteria for assignment of business services and operational time
criteria for not causing a breach. When the combined roles are created, annotations
are added for restricting collocations, for example, to avoid legally invalid combi-
nations of supervision relationships.

The nonfunctional properties of interest for business network management in-
clude modifiers of the functional interaction patterns between peer business services
and negotiated declarations of business service or interaction qualities [16, 35]. For
example, policies can be used to separate purchases with required pre-payment and
loyalty-program credit payments. Further, a communication property declaration
may require that all interactions between purchaser and seller are certified with a
nonrepudiation system involving a third-party notary thatis not visible in the busi-
ness level abstraction of the business scenario.
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The rules determining breaches are explicit, as well as agreement on what re-
covery process to use. For this purpose, a) multiple recovery business processes
are defined and consistently viewed as a set of best practice definitions, and b) all
business network models should be analysed to determine their recoverability style;
some networks are not able to recover from breaches but need to be terminated,
while others may recover from the loss of some members, and further some require
a set of compensation actions to take place before either continuing operation or
terminating.

Before publication, the business network models must be analysed and verified
for properties like liveliness, fairness, privacy-preservation (data-flow sufficiency
and minimality), termination of processes, and recoverability. For this purpose, ex-
isting business process verification tools are applicable,when each functional busi-
ness network part is separately analysed.

4 Business Network lifecycle

The main steps in the business network lifecycle are a) the negotiation and eContract
establishment, b) enactment and monitoring and c) breach and termination manage-
ment.

4.1 Negotiation and establishment

As the negotiation of the business network structure and goals have been factored
to a separate step that results to an explicit, published model, the eContract nego-
tiation between enterprises becomes more restricted in itsscope. Effectively, the
negotiation must result in a situation where it is ensured bystatic validation that
interoperability at all levels exists between all parties,and that all parties are will-
ing to participate in the collaboration. Furthermore, the refining negotiation must
select the policy values to be used for this particular collaboration and stored into
the eContract.

The supporting facilities to be used here are as follows [19,21]. First, the B2B
middleware provides population of the business network followed by a generic ne-
gotiation protocol between the enterprise agents. The population process ensures
that according to the claims in service offers, the businessservices becoming mem-
bers of the business network can be interoperable at all levels. Then, the proposed
eContract draft is set to each enterprise to gather commitments of participation, or
further refinements on the policies suggested. In the service offers, acceptable al-
ternatives for policy values can be announced, but final decisions need to be made
during the negotiation.

The negotiation cycle ensures privacy of decision-making for each participant.
In routine cases, it is possible for the enterprises’ agent to provide an automated
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response to the collaboration proposals: an explicit meta-policy guides the agent to
pick routine rejections or commitments. Other situations can be recognised, for ex-
ample, by uncertainty of the trustworthiness of the peers, uncertainty of the strategic
benefit of the collaboration, or uncertainty of the acceptability of negative reputation
effects caused by a refusal.

Both for the automated decision-making and for the support of human inter-
vention, we propose to use an expert system to gather the relevant knowledge and
to feed governing policies to the enterprise system, i.e., the relevant NFPs of the
collaboration and its contributing services [16]. The policies that guide the expert
system decisions include the following:

• meta-policies governing the decision-making; some collaboration proposals or
business interactions are clearly either to be accepted as routine cases of normal
operation, or clearly to be rejected because the proposal isof uninteresting or not
trusted due to, for example, proposed partners, or businessnetwork model [16];

• decision-making policies with respect to reputation-based trust, risk and impor-
tance tolerances [32];

• privacy policy that may overrule any other decision-makingreasoning in collabo-
rative interactions; each service, information source andmetainformation source
must be protected [16];

• constraints for granting use of services;
• furthermore, the service type and business network models should include ob-

servable properties that are relevant for the business process re-engineering
needs. Such an observable property is for example the satisfaction of clients after
completing a session on a business service.

The decisions to join a collaboration must balance between the risk of failure or
loss of assets as a consequence of participation, and the potential benefits of partici-
pation [32]. That is, the expert system should compute a three-value outcome (agree,
disagree, call for human intervention) on whether a serviceor a collaboration is de-
pendable and beneficial for the enterprise in a given contextand situation [16]. A
dependable service fulfills its business purpose and the useof the service does not
involve intolerable risk of monetary loss or reputation loss, for example caused by
delivery failures or unacceptable delivery delays. Semantically, the decision to join
the collaboration means two things. From the service providers viewpoint, an out-
sourcing relationship to the rest of the collaboration community becomes effective.
From the collaboration point of view, an in-sourcing relationship takes effect. We
consider in-sourcing and outsourcing to have technically identical ”clauses”: three
levels of interoperability and commitment to behaviour according to the eContract.

For the decision-making, the system computes values for risk and risk tolerance,
both of which are vectors over a set of assets, such as monetary assets, reputation,
fulfillment of purpose, and control of property [34]. For therisk values, the essential
input comes from reputation information, i.e., positive and negative recommenda-
tions by members of earlier collaborations. For the risk tolerance, the essential input
is from the perceived importance of the tasks or business network. The starting val-
ues for the importance and loss scenarios should be created by an extensive risk
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analysis and strategical business analysis. When the risk vector is compared to the
tolerance vector, the decision should be to a) agree, when notolerance thresholds for
acceptability are violated; b) disagree, when no tolerancevector values for disagree-
ability are violated; and or c) propagate to human decision-making, when any toler-
ance vector value gets classified differently from the othervector values, all vector
values fall between acceptability and disagreeability thresholds, or the meta-policy
classifies the case as nonautomatable. When the request is forwarded to human con-
sideration with all the relevant information; the formulations and scope are yet to be
detailed. The information should support the understanding the proposed collabora-
tion, its business values and risks, trust on potential partners, privacy-preservation
and so on. For the automated cases, the similar decision is based on a set of interop-
erability levels and nonfunctional properties[16].

Once the agreement has been reached, the eContract data is formed to carry all
relevant metainformation about the business network structure, behaviour, partners
and policy values selected. In addition, a distributed eContract agent is established
and replicated between the business network partners. At the business network
startup phase each partner uses the eContract information for configuring its busi-
ness services through its local service management interfaces. Likewise, the eCon-
tract includes policies declaring properties for the communication channels between
business services, and the local managements are expected to establish bindings us-
ing these requirements. The eContract also collects information about the progress
of the activities at each partners’ services. Furthermore,the monitoring system is
able to notify the eContract of detected breaches. Due to these features, the eCon-
tract and the local service management facilities jointly form a community-wide
reflective system for the duration of the business network lifetime.

In relation to other work (e.g., survey [23], eNegotiation [5], OMNI [39], QAME [25])
and outsourcing management systems, we emphasise a) use of predefined contract
templates that capture not only business level or technicallevel issues, but both; b)
running a multi-partner negotiation instead of bilateral negotiations; c) support of
contract template evolution through the facilities for creating new business network
models and policy variations; d) agility of business networks gained by operational
time negotiations and renegotiations that is based on ontologies and abstract enough
behaviour models created at design time; e) privacy of decision-making and using
interoperability knowledge effectively for it; f) potential to use multiple negotiation
protocols for different types of collaborations (auctioning systems, simple commit-
ment protocols).

4.2 Enactment and monitoring

Once the eContract has been established, the business services are allowed to start
their local processes. The services are expected to be ”agents”, i.e., make initia-
tive and respond to service requests, and internally follow(implicit/explicit) local
business process. Especially, no joint enactment platformis expected, as is done in
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distributed workflow systems. One of the main design goals for Pilarcos has been
to encapsulate as much as possible, even the local computingplatform. Besides
the local agents and globally distributed services for metainformation and service
discovery, the Pilarcos architecture requires little fromthe computing and commu-
nication platforms. Naturally, technical interoperability can only be achieved if the
service offers utilised in peer roles actually can exchangemessages over a shared
communication protocol or can be supported in configuring a channel structure with
mediators to reach connectivity. Elsewhere we discuss the relaxed matching and
configuration support [13].

As the business services themselves are responsible for running the computa-
tions and initiating the exchanges of messages, the eContract and enterprise policies
govern and restrict this behaviour. The processes in the BNMare split into tasks,
vaguely similar to business transactions. For these, the same kind of trust-related
decision-making takes place, balancing between risk and risk tolerance. Thus, even
within a business network, partners have a level of mistrusttowards the success of
each others services.

During the operation of the business network, the monitors governing the busi-
ness services can proactively, actively or passively scan the messaging, reporting to
enterprise level agents if the eContract is breached. Proactive monitoring holds the
message till a decision has been made whether it is safe to send or receive it, while
active monitoring lets the message pass but reports breaches thus potentially caus-
ing breach recovery or termination of the collaboration. The passive monitoring just
audits the events for later processing.

The breaches can mean failing to fulfill an obligation, or failing to provide the
agreed quality level of the service; more formally, failingto provide the level of
dependability expected. The concept of dependability, in terms of fulfilling the con-
tracted aspects, can be concertised on two fields. There are general properties that
can be set as service level expectations for any service, such as availability, time-
liness, and privacy-preservation, or interaction relationship, such as nonrepudiation
and immutability. In addition there are properties that arerelevant for individual
service types, each requiring a definition of value domain and metrics for defin-
ing the service levels relevant for the property. For example, reputation information
(recommendation) can have a credibility property associated to it, determining how
completely a recommendation from that source is assumed truthful. Another exam-
ple is the traditional QoS levels with different metrics fordata bandwidth and jitter
in transfer.

The monitors receive rules from eContract and from their local policy reposito-
ries. These rules are not guaranteed to be nonconflicting, asthey a) may address
different issues and they b) can be changed after eContract establishment.

At detected breach situations, decisions are needed on whether the event is se-
rious enough for terminating or leaving the business network. The same type of
knowledge about the operational environment can be used, and again the expert
system can make automated decisions or redirect the requestfor human interven-
tion.
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Transformation rules are required to automatically map thevarious styles of mon-
itoring rules captured in the eContract to such monitoring rules or state machines
that can be used to control the running service software. Despite the wide range of
issues to address at business, semantic, pragmatic and technical levels, the analysis
of the various monitoring needs shows that the required monitor techniques fall into
a few simple cases:

• detectors of denied values or value combinations in messagefields;
• detectors of nonacceptable ordering of messages, including failure to complete a

task in time;
• detectors of series of messages jointly exceeding the acceptable limits calculated

from the messages as they pass the monitor; and
• authorisers that hold the message while investigating whether the intended busi-

ness transaction is to be trusted.

Using these techniques in various combinations in the application domain con-
text, and utilising the business semantics building from the messages, a rigorous set
of constraints can be built. Especially, the business semantics and social require-
ments can be encoded.

5 Comparison of CrossWork IVE and Pilarcos Business
Networks

The goals of the CrossWork and Pilarcos projects has been somewhat different, al-
though the results complement each other. The projects share a vision of dynamic
virtual enterprises in future and create facilities to reach that goal. On the surface
level, a couple of differencies are easy to detect though. First, while Pilarcos wishes
to automate routine formation of similar business networksand support the evolu-
tion of knowledge about useful type networks, the CrossWorkapproach targets for
one-time consortia. Table 1 captures the general architecture goals and challenges
tackled, as well as key concepts and major design choices in respect to technologies.

The type of technical contribution from the projects differs accordingly. The tech-
nical contributions from Pilarcos include

• generic, commonly available services for maintaining knowledge about available
services and their properties, interoperability qualities, reputation and business
network models (i.e., predefined BN structures to choose from);

• generic, local services to support eContract negotiation,monitoring, membership
and transaction-involvement decisions based on trust;

• facilitation for dynamic choices and changes during BN establishment and oper-
ation, including membership, policies, and technical solutions; and

• automation supprot for BN establishment and maintenance inroutine cases.

The technical contributions from CrossWork include
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• formation of IVEs (team formation: systematic discovery and matching of part-
ners, selecting coordinator and supplying partners, creating bilateral contracts
between parties where communication/service provision isneeded);

• global and local workflow enactment on standard workflow engines (each partner
allows the coordinator to control its process partially, each partner informs the
IVE and its members of local progress made);

• framework for harmonising local workflows of service provider and consumer
(eSourcing) with business process composition and verification; and

• user interfaces that guide user organisations trough the process of selecting a
team and forming an inter-organizational business processto orchestrate the in-
dividual activies.

The goals of the projects and thus the facilities created provide different scope for
the dynamic decision-making and change management in each architecture. Table
2 comments on the potential for quick changes in actual business networks or slow
evolution in the ecosystem.

As the CrossWork project has aimed for supporting unique teams and collabora-
tions, it is clear that less support for the dynamically changing aspects is required.
On the other hand, the Pilarcos models for business scenarios are very generic, and
making the BNMs public allows temporary collaborations to be established by ad-
justing the dynamic properties to match the unique situation. Thus, the application
areas of both approaches can be rather close to each other.

6 Conclusion

The preceding chapters report extensively the CrossWork approach and results. In-
terestingly, in Chapter 9 it is reported that the industrialcase studies revealed that
companies are reluctant to use a fully automated system. This is because the team
selection is a strategically important decision that full automation is considered too
much a risk. Instead, a user interface to the CrossWork system that gives a decision-
support or expert-system view to the process is preferred. In the Pilarcos work, we
have made a similar conclusion and plan for an expert system view [20]: Further-
more, in the strategically important decisions, more trustworthiness information is
clearly needed. In Pilarcos work, the need for a reputation-based trust management
support subsystem was carved in the initial design challenges (see Table 1).

The CrossWork project provides a methodology and toolset for automation on
workflow formation. This tool approach is close to the ideas used in Pilarcos for the
BNM design phase. Where necessary, functionalities of Pilarcos include a support
system for distributed design processes that utilises a globally shared BNM repos-
itory. Furthermore, a verification of each model is performed before accepting it to
the repository as a) a standalone model and b) as a linked model to existing models
in the repository and utilising the ”vocabulary” of servicetype repository correctly.
The BNM modeling tool has to provide for analysis information about the market
situation, relationships to existing models, and multiplecorrectness measures. One
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Pilarcos CrossWork

General architecture goal and challenges

A business network (BN) is a temporary, eContract-governedcollaboration of busi-
ness services provided by autonomous enterprises. The business scenario that deter-
mines the BN structure represents/extends the best practices on the business domain
and is repeatable in other BNs with slight variation to better address each business
opportunity at hand.
Challenges from a BN viewpoint: addressing social and contractual needs(enterprise
autonomy, trust between partners, privacy of decision-making, actions of the agent
system mappable to business/legal actions, responsibilities and breaches automati-
cally monitorable, automation of BN establishment, automation of interoperability
management, embedded mistrust to even known partners, nonfunctional properties
affect business functions.
Challenges from an enterprise viewpoint: supports modern enterprise architectures
where portfolios of business services, knowledge of external business processes and
strategies for collaboration (and their renewal cycles) needs awareness/controlled vis-
ibility of/to other members of the ecosystem; isolation between business model and
technology platform; after initial architecture change investment, the cost of technol-
ogy changes is lowered, and the cost of BPR is lowered;
Challenges from the ecosystem viewpoint: no single platform or metainformation on-
tology assumed (would restrict evolution)

An instant virtual enterprise (IVE) is an on-demand formed company to address a
market opportunity.
The IVE consortia formation is triggered by a business opportunity. The targeted ser-
vice determines the requirements for the producing team, the IVE design and the
roles needed for the production. The IVE support methodology relies on a systematic
search for best qualified partners and collaborations best supported. Homogenising
the partners’ existing production/information-exchangeprocesses are supported by
tools.
Challenges from an enterprise viewpoint:
The IVE setup is commencing with semi-automatically decomposing global business
goals into a structure of local business goals. Based on the local business goals, a set
of organizations are semi-automatically identified that have the capability to reach the
global goal by implementing each of the local goals.
Challenges from a BN viewpoint: Based on local business goals and an organiza-
tion with appropriate capabilities, the external-level specification of one or several lo-
cal business processes must be semi-automatically obtained that implement the local
goals. A semi-automatic composition of the local business processes into an inter-
organizational business network process (BNP) needs to be achieved. The resulting
BNP must be validated before process enactment to find irregularities, e.g., deadlocks
in the control-flow perspective. Additionally, the BNP mustbe mapped automatically
to the IVE that performs an automatic enactment of the BNP. During enactment, the
interaction with the legacy systems of respective collaborating parties must be facili-
tated.
Challenges from the ecosystem viewpoint: The IVE must support the accumulation
of domain-based knowledge into knowledge stores that are accessible with automated
reasoning mechanisms.

Key concept

An eContract is multilateral and structured according to a business network model. It
is (semi)automatically negotiated and each involved enterprise will use local monitor-
ing to detect breaches against it while the BN is operational.

After automated goal decomposition and semi-automatic team formation, the result is
a joined and correct business process that combines the local processes of the produc-
ing team members. The business process can be performed (enacted) as a distributed
workflow across enterprise boundaries within the IVE.

Table 1: General architecture goals and key conceptual differences.
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Design choices

Generic support services form a B2B middleware layer that separates and encap-
sulates the enterprises’ technology platforms (no distributed workflow engines as-
sumed); business services are active agents and thus are governed by monitoring and
restricting their behaviour; breeding and operational time environments share metain-
formation about services and BN models for interoperability management; different
policies in the independent enterprises may cause discrepancies at operational time,
thus expecting breach management to exist.

For the CW architecture, three distinct levels achieve a separation of concerns. The
external level bridges the boundaries of collaborating parties and comprises com-
ponents for establishing harmonized business process collaboration. The conceptual
level projects conceptually formulated business-processdetails to the external level
and also maps these processes to the internal level where back-end legacy systems
of the respective collaborating parties are located. The three architecture levels are
populated with components that are clustered by four interrogations:What is the lo-
calized goal of an IVE deducted from a global goal specification. Who, i.e., which
organizations have the capabilities to reach the goal specifications.How, i.e., which
processes operationalize the goal specifications.With which automated infrastructure
can the business process be enacted.

Variability in collaboration negotiation

• BNMs: Consortia of enterprises can publish new (completely new or versions of
existing) business network models. The abstract models canhave replaceabilty or
subtyping relationships defined between them, and various more concrete models
can be captured by selecting alternatives within the abstract model by declaring
selective policy values.

• eContracts: Adding properties to the service type specification enforces addition
of property values to service offers and thus also the agreement process for eCon-
tracts. Availability of BNM models and quality/market value of the competing
BNMs affect the use of certain type of eContract. The BNM design consortia can
be quite different from the actual BN memberships.

• Service offers: The availability of service offers for a certain type of BNsis sub-
ject to market forces (enterprises are pushed to provide certain services if there is
demand or potential for competition on the market).

• Reputation information: Good and bad experience of business services in vari-
ous BNs is distributed and can be used for decision-making support in the BNM
negotiation.

• Negotiation process: The BN establishment process has a public matching phase
and a refining negotiation phase where each partner can make private decisions
based on self-selected reasons.

• IVE business process: The BNP is negotiated and validated individually for each
IVE with respect to different perspectives of which control-flow is considered
dominant.

• Membership: The IVE membership is fixed after goal decomposition that isfol-
lowed by semi-automated team formation. Still, the bindingbetween roles and
actors is dynamic during BNP enactment.

• Process properties: The process properties (business functions) can be designed
at the detail level of choose. The nonfunctional aspects of the IVE become deter-
mined by the design, local workflows and the underlying workflow management
system.

• Goal and team adjustments: When the global business-process enactment fails,
the IVE resumes a negotiation of workflow composition that requires a renewed
goal decomposition and team formation.

Table 2: Design choices and negotiation variability.
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Changes at enactment phase

• Membership: For each BN, the membership is individually selected from the open
service market (unless the initiating partner has indicated preselected parties). At
the operational time, a breach situation can lead to changesin membership, or any
of the members may initiate leaving the BN itself.

• Properties and policies: In each BNM there is a policy framework attached, that
declares policy ”variables” for modifying the general behaviour pattern. In addi-
tion, the BNM can declare property matching requirements for business services
to be selected and considered as acceptable at the operational time. The BNM level
policy values are given by the initiator of the BN establishment; the service offers
carry values to be matched against the peers corresponding values. At the opera-
tional time, it is in principle possible to renegotiate these properties, although in
practice the abilities of business services to reconfigure themselves accordingly
will be limited and thus lead to rejection of the suggestions.

• State information: progress monitoring and synchronisation at epoch boundaries
(milestones defined in the BNMs)

• Policy discrepancies: As the enterprise policies can be changed after eContract-
ing, the business services can fail to meet the contract, andthere is no consistent
ontology (even wanted) to harmonise the set of enterprise policies and eContract
policies, operational time discrepancies are bound to happen and trigger breach
severity analysis and recovery if needed. The recovery process is rather an in-
dependent, temporary BN in itself. Different BNMs will havedifferent levels of
recoverability; the safe version is to terminate the BN.

• Alternative methods for team selection based on roles, competencies, permissions,
organizational position, and so on. Based on condition statements, a dynamic bind-
ing between roles and actors takes place during enactment.

• IVE progress reported to all partners by dedicated user interface components. The
interfaces showing enactment progress must secure the business internals of a col-
laborating party that should not be revealed to the counterparts.

• Failures to provide agreed functionality or quality of service must be reported
by the workflow engines. In that case, business rules are employed for exception
and compensation handling that manage failures and achievea semantic business-
process rollback respectively.

• When one collaborating party invokes a termination, all parties involved in an
enacted instance of a BNP are affected.

Table 3: Dynamic change aspects allowed by the architectures.
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of the essential new correctness measures is the privacy-threats created by new in-
formation flows in the BNMs.

As strengths of CrossWork that are also desirable for Pilarcos, we can identify
the new tool chain starting with a business opportunity, detecting and combining
goals, orchestrating local business processes to a unified,interoperable system, and
enacting the resulting workflows on existing standard workflow platform.

As suggestions for enhancing CrossWork functionality, themain issues in prior-
ity order might be as follows.

• Including trust concepts in the team formation phase.
• Separating the abstract business processes from the concrete instances of supply-

ing services. By indirection, more dynamicity can be introduced to membership.
• Inclusion of policies for adjusting the IVE behaviour at theoperational time.
• Adding instrumentation to the platform for reporting success or problems of the

IVE design and match to the business opportunity.

Looking from the Pilarcos side, the following CrossWork contributions comple-
ment the present set of prototype software. First, the BNM modeling tools package
can use the workflow verification methods described if BNMs are split into a set
of business processes verified separately. Second, the userinterface for guiding the
IVE formation would fit in as a BNM repository front end, if themodels remain
abstract.

In future, the Pilarcos facilities are extended (see: //cinco.cs.helsinki.fi) towards
a fuller tool-chain that supports business network model design, feasibility (market
gaps, privacy concerns, availability of business servicesfor collaboration) analy-
sis and verification, as well as the related service-oriented, model-driven software
production facilitates. In the
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